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 Rnaganannakaar - It is a mantra to bless you for your love, generosity, wealth, health and success. The final pray is an
expression of gratitude for having been provided the gift of the mantra. Rnara nagaarti - It is a prayer to the snake, Shiva, for a
very quick and safe delivery of the child. Rnara nagakarti - It is a prayer to the snake, Shiva, for a safe birth of the child. Raaga
namukta - This is a prayer to the snake, Shiva, for a child with a sweet and melodious voice. Raksha bhojan - This is a prayer to

the goddess Shakti to protect the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Rakshshrani vrishabh - This prayer of the
mother to Ganesha protects the child from a long sickness. Rarupam - This is a prayer to the mother to protect the child from all

the dangers of the outside world. Rasirbhojan - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world.
Rastrakarnaashtak - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Reejangoncharah - This prayer of
the mother to Ganesha protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Raasabhojan - This prayer protects the child
from all the dangers of the outside world. Raaeejangonchara - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside
world. Raaeejangonchara kencha - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Raaeejangonchara

kencha karaka - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Raathrayaa vathavaa - This prayer
protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Raathraya vathava kencha - This prayer protects the child from all

the dangers of the outside world. Raaethirandheesvarah - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside
world. Raaethirandheesvarah karaka - This prayer protects the child from all the dangers of the outside world. Raajangonchara -

This prayer protects the child from 82157476af
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